Whitepaper

What SEO can do for you
For every business today, the potential to create
new source of income is never ending. Today, it is
all about exposure and profit, as well as labelling
yourself in the right manner. By promoting yourself
as an authority, as somebody who can provide the
answers to the reader’s problems, you can instantly
create more traffic and higher conversions for your
business, which is the aim of the game.

Visibility + Traffic

Results

SEO offers that
very opportunity
Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) is no longer just
stuffing your webpage with keywords and hoping
the sales come in – the process involves totally
overhauling your content and your sales structure,
to make sure that readers are getting the best
information possible, while helping you rank higher
up on the search engines.
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When working with an SEO consultant, you need to make sure
that you fully understand the requirements needed by the
expert so that you can both work together smarter.
By fully understanding the requirements of the operation, you
can find that the SEO efforts are much more beneficial to
your business and to your overall sales approach. By getting
involved in the process, you can really turbo-charge any SEO
efforts put in place by your expert.
The most important thing to remember with SEO is that it is
effective for everybody as long as you use the right strategy.
However, the progress does take some time as the website
has to be re-indexed constantly with search engines, and this
can be a long-term process.
However, starting SEO contracts today for your website could
be the difference between being in the same spot in three
months, and having another haul of clients coming in on autopilot every week! As long as you can knock them down, SEO
can set up clients for you.
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What exactly is SEO?

cannot come up with a solution themselves, they will

Put in the simplest of terms, Search Engine

turn to Google. It is very important, then, to get your

Optimization is a web strategy put in place to help

website ranking on Google on the first page at the

your website increase in visibility by ranking higher

very least.

in search results, and as a result get more hits. By
optimizing your website to fit the standards required

SEO Experts will take a full look at your website, your

from the search engines, you can rank higher on the

niche, your demographic and your competition. Then,

search engines.

a strategy can be devised to get you into a much
more relaxing place on the internet and make sure

But why is this so important? Surely it’s more

that you are being spotted by people who may need

effective to get out there with business cards and get

your products or services.

noticed, right? Wrong.
However, just being “on” Google is not enough
The internet is king today. We no longer work our

– you need to be up there on the front pages. The

brains to find the answer to a hard question, we

graph below shows the importance of being within

simply ask Google. The same applies to just about

the first page of results.

any problem or situation people face today – if they

93% of all internet traffic is generated
from internet search engines
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99% of search
engine users
do not search
beyond the top
30 results

The importance of being on the front results cannot be understated.
When you go on the internet, unless you are here searching a wide
canvas of opinions or looking for the most obscure details, how many
pages do you actually check?
The same applies for just about everybody! Therefore, getting yourself
on the front results is going to play a key part in the success of your
business in terms of an online presence. By working with an SEO
expert, you can get yourself positioned in the top lines.
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People “Google”
everything.
Enter Keyword
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The top 5 benefits of SEO
Search Engine Optimization has a wide and sweeping amount of different benefits it can offer your website. It
can help improve functionality, boost productivity, increase conversions and bring you more traffic. However,
there are five key benefits to SEO that can really put you on the front foot for years to come, some of these
benefits starting immediately;
1. EXPOSURE

5. ESTABLISH YOUR FUTURE

Publicity is important and you need to be capturing

The improvements made for your site through SEO

the widest amount of people possible. You could

are permanent and the ROI of SEO continues long

scream from the rooftops in every location in your

after a campaign ends.

local city and still not get the same amount of
exposure the internet affords you. With a good SEO

With SEO, you have that opportunity to really build

contract, you could be bringing in clients from the

for the future – with the boost in clients and traffic

other side of the country, or the other side of the

you receive through a strong SEO campaign; you can

world!

build a client base that will bring you repeat work and
referrals for the years to come. You may find that

2. COST EFFECTIVE

with your new traffic comes requests and calls for

Search engines do not charge to rank websites. A

a variety of different products that you might never

little investment in SEO could be enough to achieve

have thought about releasing before in the past. This

positive impact in your online marketing campaign

is a truly long-term strategy.

that can last for a long time. SEO play an important
role in generating good amount of traffic and
ultimately affect revenue.
3. BRANDING
When done properly, SEO can be quite powerful for
a new business – it can really turn you from a new
start to a local and national power. People recall,
recognize and reuse search results.
For known brands, when the brand appears in the
search listings, a study shows that there is 16% lift in
brand recall. Purchase intent will also increase.
4. CUSTOMIZABLE
If you've chosen the right SEO agency, you are
assured that the strategies are completely tailored
to meet the requirements of your company and
an evaluation of your website will be made to
ensure that it is effective. You should also be ready
to capitalise on innovations and fresh marketing
opportunities. This is vital in keeping pace with

In the example above there is an SEO spend for

your competitors and maintaining a strong online

one year, representedby the green block. Then

presence.

the blue line represents the return to the business
over time.
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Finding the right
keywords
Finding the best, most suitable keywords for your
business can be a lengthy and time consuming
process, and it can be a little frustrating while you are
waiting for reports to be made and experiments to
be had.
However, in recent years the Google Keywords tool

Google Keywords gives you the exact average

has proved marvellous at finding the best, value

monthly searches for that keyword, meaning that

keywords.

with some experimentation and creativity you can
create a fine blend of mid-to-high ranking keywords
that will generate you potentially hundreds or
thousands of clicks every month you would not have
had previously.

You see, keywords cost money to rank for and to
get yourself in the best shape possible with paid
advertising, but with SEO you only need to adopt
the best keywords and incorporate them into your
website naturally and effectively.
To find the best keywords possible, you need to work
with your SEO agency and provide them with all the
information that you can regarding the project, the
services or products you sell, and any information
you have on your target demographics. This makes
keyword searching much easier for the SEO expert.
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SEO metrics
One of the key questions that has to be asked at the
start of any traffic finding exercise, particularly SEO,
is going to be

“How are my clients, my
target audience, supposed
to find my website?”
There are many different factors that make up
this, and the work that goes into revamping your
business for SEO readiness can sometimes be time
consuming. Here are some of the parts of your
website that not only stand out most, but are looked
at as key parts of the website by not only the client
and the reader, but the search engines themselves.
1. CRAWLABILITY
The term used for when your website is updated and
included on the search engines is “crawling”. This is
because the software that runs the search engines
goes through your website and rates it on things like
navigation and quality of content. If your website is
easy to access and is properly linked together, then
you’re going to benefit massively from the search
engine crawlers.
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2. NAVIGATION
Another key component, mentioned above, is how
well your site navigates. If every page is linked to
every other page and there are lots of hyperlinks and
related suggestions to the rest of your website, then
your navigation becomes much easier. However, if
your site is hard to work and navigate around, the
visitors as well as the search engine crawlers may
not like it. This is why having a clean and informative
design is so important in the web world.
3. META TAGS
Your Meta tags are what the search engines inform
people about your website. When you go to Google,
the website name appears, and then underneath
the link to the website, and then finally a small
description about the site and what it offers. Getting
your primary keyword in there, as well as ensuring it
does you justice, is very important to getting noticed
and more importantly, getting sales.
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4. CONTENT
Content has long been king since the “Panda”
update where Google pretty much outlawed
keyword stuffing. Today, the crawlers look for any
dubious content which is either copied directly from
elsewhere, or uses an unnatural tone in relation to
keywords. An SEO Expert will help your website
optimize its content so that you are producing the
best possible writing on every page, with natural
usage of keywords and lots of linking from page to
page.
5 .HEADER TAGS
Header tags are very important as they stand out
immediately on the page. The Header is usually
where the title of the page/article will be, and over
time this will become very important to grabbing
attention of your readers and potential clients. By
getting catchy headlines that make the most of
keywords, you can create a much more immersive,
popular experience.
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7. SPEED
Did you know that most people give a website five
seconds? This means you need to get the majority
of the content and images loaded within that five
second frame, and slow websites will struggle to get
hits and conversions, no matter how high up on the
list they are!
Google uses page load time as one of the
contributing factors to your website’s search
ranking. Sometimes, through either issues on your
hosting server or problems with your website itself,
the speed can become extremely slow. This is a poor
sign and if your site is slow, people will leave very
quickly.
8. LINK VALUE
Another important part of SEO is linking yourself to
other websites. For example, by linking yourself to a
few blogs in your niche who provide quality content
and get a fair stream of users could prove very
beneficial to your business – but you need to make
sure that the websites you are linking up with have
genuine authority on the internet. An SEO Expert
can help find high link value so that every link back
to your page is actually worthwhile, and will make a
difference in the long-term.
6. ANCHOR TEXT
Anchor Text is what your hyperlinks appear as.

9. SOCIAL MEDIA

Hyperlinks act as means between website to

Social media websites are all the rage at the

website, page to page. This is an example of a

moment, and they stand as one of the best ways to

hyperlink. Do you notice how the text is a different

bring you business in the long-term. It is literally a

colour? This means that clicking on it takes you to

hunting ground for hungry buyers who are desperate

another page, and getting the right text to dictate

for information and help. By linking yourself to active

the link itself is very important. For example, using

social media accounts on behalf of your business

a keyword as your anchor text can instantly create

will only help drive link quality through the roof,

authority and draw the attention of the reader or

but also create much more interaction, trust and

client.

authority.
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SEO VS Paid Advertising
When it comes to putting your business in the right position for thefuture, you need to find the marketing
methods that suit your budget, your style and your immediate needs. Of course, SEO is a long-term method
of bringing in traffic, whereas paid advertising can have an immediate hit. The differences though are fairly

SEO provides you with
a long-term position,

PPC

SEO

clear.

However, with paid advertising, you have to pay for every
click that you get. This is obviously quite dangerous,

strategy and business

especially in a business with no reputation and a

model that can be scaled

precarious starting position financially. If you happen to

and improved with

stumble upon a quality formula and sales pitch, then yes

time. This means that

you might get a raft of sales – but there is very little to

any SEO done will, until

guarantee that these sales will continue to roll in.

algorithms completely
change or a rival usurps
you, keep you at the top
of the table for your local
area.

If you have your website optimized for the
Search Engines, then it isready to bring in
traffic, and it is ready to convert. If your
website is ready to be advertised to the
world in this manner, then it’s very much
a strategy to include paid advertising
alongside any SEO you do, but if you need
to make a choice then SEO is the one for
you.
Over the long-term, you will find that having
steady income and creating clients over the
weeks and months is far more important
than coming across a short wave of
traffic that will come and go in spikes. The
internet is there for your business to build a
long-term foundation which will bring your
business for years to come, and SEO leaves
you in the best position to capitalize and
maximize your sales opportunities.
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Social media & SEO
With the advent of the latest improvements in Social Media,
Marketers are now flocking to harness the potential of
people in the social media networks. However, social media
is different in terms of SEO as compared to the traditional

1. REPUTATION

web sites which filter out based on keywords, content and

An essential facet of the online world is

authority.

to establish credibility as a person or as a
brand. This will be further discusses in the

SEO for Social Media or what we will call Social Media

next reading but I will briefly discuss it in

Optimization focuses on people and their activities. Social

here.

Media Optimization also effectively pulls in search engine
rankings which will yield better results to customers wanting

As a brand, you must act and think like your

to gain higher traction with both social media and search

brand. Posers are very much present in

engines.

social media too so it is best to have your
account verified or to have your posts have

Joshua Berg developed a model for an effective SMO model

water such as posting discount rates that

which we will follow for this reading. This seven step model

are to take effect. Once people distinguish

is ideal for application for any social media of choice but it

you as the credible brand or page owner

would be best to have multiple social media accounts which

people will most likely trust you and your

complement each other to have a "holistic" approach to people

content.

in each of the social networks.
Some bloggers show their expertise in their
social media accounts and share some
of their knowledge tidbits in Twitter which
surely helps their followers. The followers
in turn do create word of mouth marketing
by sharing it and to remember the person
sharing the information.
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B2B marketing but you could also guest up and
coming people like celebrities and popular people
who will eventually bring "juice" to your website.
2. ENGAGEMENT

6. PLATFORMS

Engagement is a measure of marketers to know

A brand does not need to be in any platform. It HAS

whether their campaign is relatable and inciting

to be in a platform where its mileage will be heavily

enough interest. The best ways to find engagements

utilized. The basic social media channel is Facebook

is the replies, re-shares or re-posts of the content.

and Twitter for brands. Pinterest and Tumblr

Likes are also counted under this category but as

might cater more on the artsy, designer niche and

much marketers like the "likes", it isn't showing

Instagram is good for photographers, photo bloggers

engagement or commitment to you. Imagine going

and the like.

to a stand-up comedy bar. If the stand-up comedian
isn't able to make the audiences laugh, he panics

7. OPTIMIZATION

and thinks of several antics to crack the crowd. This

Here comes the meat of the article. This utilizes

is what we are after with engagement. We need to

your social media presence into a SEO- social media

gain feedback from them with the help of the social

account. Social Media is the ultimate link building

media.

device digital marketers can have access to these
days.

3. AUTHORITY
Apart from registering under Google Authorship,

Here are the things that can be crawled or indexed by

social proof also shows as a credibility proof in

Google on your Social Media Sites.

social media and search engines. Being very active
social media accounts along with a number of active

a. Shareable Content

followers, merit a spot in various search engines.

Since you have a public profile, try to make a visually
appearing or emotionally appealing content to raise

4. LEADERSHIP

your virality in social media. The

In other words, content curation. Keeping the
content up to date and replying to the comments

Shared Content will help you boost the brand's image

help you become an established online go-to

and identity.

person. Some brands just post their information and
latest products on their social media pages but not

b. Rich Snippets

helping in replying comments much like a one-sided

Don't forget to put your summarized content in

communication for the parties. This is not helping

your social media pages so that search engines will

optimize the social media to its full potential.

become familiar with it, especially with your good
keyword triggers. As the old adage goes, customers

Through conversing with followers, some valuable

are king, SEO in Social Media fans the same

information might be discovered and a possible

principle: Satisfy your online users, you'll get your

necessary upgrade for the brand.

SEO rankings.

5. SOCIAL
The best thing about social media is that you can
"friend" whomever you want and reach out to popular
complementary brands which tie-ups might be
fruitful in the future. Not only can you do some great
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Reputation management
Today, reviews are a key part of building your business
volume andgetting you more sales. To do this, you
need to be creating a positive name for yourself online.
Reputation management is one of the most powerful
ways to do this.Reputation management is taking the
positivity you receive about your business and getting
it out there in the public domain. You can create an
almost instantaneous shift from nobody to authority in
your niche with just a few positive testimonials.

WHAT ARE THEY SAYING
ABOUT YOU?
By introducing digital media methods that will
encourage happy customers to refer you and
post about you online, you can create a long-term
process whereby your clients are leaving you positive
feedback on auto-pilot and this is going to cause
your reputation to soar.
Web 2.0, the modern style of websites, is causing a
lot of problems for businesses as today it is so easy
to just go online, and leave somebody a negative
review. The ease of which you can pan a company
who gave you poor service is incredible, and this
has led to even some of the biggest companies and
names getting terrible press!
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One or two bad reviews could set you back months
in terms of reputation and business, especially if they
are within close succession.
As we said, even the biggest businesses can take
serious hits in their business levels by some bad
reviews or negative press, so think what it could do
to a fledgling business still trying to create an online
profile!

With the Web 2.0, every regular Joe who has access
to the internet can create content with the high
PR sites such as forums and rant about it online,
whether or not it is true. Every business is at risk
of getting bad reputation online. The good thing,
however, some loyal fans of the brand might come to
the defence but that is just a possibility. So it is better
to be sure than to rely on something unsure.
It is oftentimes called "Reverse SEO”
There are simply two ways to remove the bad rep,
either to have the content removed or to cover up
the content so that it will rank lower and not show up
in the first pages of the search, also called grinding.
But no one can do the craft simple since this entails
intricate planning and research.
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Mobile SEO

THE ONLINE WORLD IS GOING MOBILE
The advancement in the mobile industry has
changed the world of internet and everyone is ready
to take their business to the next level.
Mobile searches are continually increasing in
volume by 5x over the past years and you can take
advantage of this development with effective mobile
search and optimization. This advancement prompts
the need for sites to become mobile optimized.
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Mobile sites are written in simplified version of
HTML which is used to create regular sites. It is
recommended to create your web page using
the XHTML codes to make it more accessible by
different kinds of smart phone users. The domain
.mobi is often used for mobile sites as well.
Getting the right code to write your mobile site is
not enough though. Just like any regular internet
user, mobile users are also looking for the right
information and you want these users to locate your
website whether they're accessing a search engine
from their computer or smart phones. To achieve
this, you have to make sure your pages are optimized
both for the regular web and the mobile environment.
Simply put, if the technical and optimization aspect
of your mobile SEO is taken care with precision, it will
get you the intended results.

Is Your Website
SEO Ready?

About OOm
OOm delivers result-oriented digital marketing

The Bottom Line

solutions to both SMEs and enterprises. Founded in

What can SEO do for your business?

2006 as a search marketing agency, OOm has grown

• A SEO-friendly website is more visible to the

to become a full-suite digital marketing agency

crawlers

committed to working with clients throughout South-

• More visibility means more chances of ranking

East Asia and Asia Pacific.

competitively
• Ranking competitively means more visitors
• More visitors means more results
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